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selodn©Ãimet ,sonacrec sogimene 6 atsah razirorreta arap ergnas noc raoR Establish balance for 7 seconds. While it was ranked, a great savagery desire, increasing your chronic weapon qualification by 2629. Instant Criminal Act Xima resistance increases by 30%, it takes 10% less damage and calls 2 dreoles. While you are in the form of a wolf man
Rank I - Werewolf Rank 6 allows you to infect another player with lycanthropics once every 7 days returning to the site of the wolf men ritual. Increase your health and resistance recovery by 5% of the cure caused for 6 seconds, up to a maximum of 666. While grooved, you get a great brutality, increasing the damage of your weapon by 20%.
Registration! The enemies who face you receive 10% more of this attack. The carnicerãa makes the enemy blood for 456 physical days in more than 10 seconds and performs 450% more of the enemies under 100% health. While in the form of a wolf man Rank I, the range of Wolf Man 1 allows you to devour corns to increase the duration of your
transformation of werewolf and restore your health. Wolf men appear at night, and much more during a full moon. Criminal Law Piercing Howl Rank IV 2869stamine Instant 10m Range (enemy) (Morph) crushing the enemy with a deafening howl, physical days of 3874. The damage over time heals you for its cause caused. It grants its important
resolution, increasing its physical resistance and spells in 5948. Range of Wolf Men 7 - - - Liabilities While in Werewolf: Allows you your health. Criminal act invokes the blessing of the hunter, curling it for the health of 6198. This part of the scale of its maximum health. If you are in full health, instead, the resistance of 3000 and gets great madness,
increasing its damage done for 10% For 6 seconds, but you also receive a 5% more damage. If youIn Full Health, instead, restores the resistance of 3000. You're cured by 100% of the damage with the time caused. The criminal act causes additional damage to other nearby enemies. The butchery makes the enemy blood for 456 physical damage for 10
seconds and inflicts up to 450% more damage to the enemies under 100% health. Pounce Rank IV 4050â STAMINA Instant 5-22m Range (Enemy) Active Invoke the hunter's blessing, healing for the health of 6198. . Allies pointing to the enemy can activate the synergy of food frenzy, which gives them unlimited uses of Empower for 5 seconds,
increasing their damage done with light and heavy attacks by 40% gives a synergy to the allies that Empower them. Wolf man skills in Scrolls Online can be obtained by being bitten by another player who possesses the ability of the blood moon. You're cured by 100% of the damage over time caused. The Criminal Law InstantCone7M Radius3442â
Sticamina is treated in the enemies against you with your contaminated claws, causing physical damage of 2899 and additional 2915 disease damage in 10 seconds. Your roar also leaves stunned enemies, applying a major fracture and a smaller maim, reducing their physical strength in 5280 and damage done 5% for 10 seconds. While it is in the form
of a werewolf Rank I - Werewolf Rank 7 reduces the cost of remaining in its transformation of werewolf men by 10% per werewolf transformed into your group, including yourself, up to a maximum of 40%. And your heavy attacks inflict damage on a cone in front of you. Wolf range 9 - - - passive range I While you are in the form of werewolf: reduce
the cost of remaining in your transformation of werewolf in 10% for each werewolf transformed into your group, including yourself, up to a maximum of 40%. Activate skill again in the next 5 secondsthat emits a brutal butcher shop. nasuac euq zev adac obol serbmoh ed n³Ãicamrofsnart us edneitxe y aicnetsiser al naruatser aroha aÃrecinrac al y
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its speed of movement by 15%. Increasing your health #### #####################################################################Daã ± o. Werewolf Rank 3 - - Range II While you are in the form of a werewolf: Increase your movement speed by 30% increase the return of the resistance of heavy attacks â €
‹â €‹ ‹by 50%. Every second that goes by devouring a body adds 3 seconds to the duration of its transformation of werewolf and restores 8% of their maximum health. A total of 225 murders are needed, while in the form of the werewolf to reach the range 10. Instantanemy5-22M4050ã ¢ Stilamine jumps on an enemy with primary fury, causing physeic
days of 616 years. It afflicts enemies with the great seconds of defile, reducing their curation received by 16% and health recovery by 16%. It afflicts enemies with a great parade. The criminal law chooses TimedurratiTarGetrangecost Instant4Sarea6m Radius4304ã ¢ resistance roars with thirst for blood to terrorize up to 6 nearby enemies, fear them
for 4 seconds and leave them out of balance for 7 seconds. It afflicts enemies with a great parade. Take 10% less damage. The wild carnicer "makes the enemy blood for 456 physical days in more than 10 seconds and refers to 450% more than the enemies under 100% health. Criminal act Werewolf Rank 3 5737Magickka Instant Self (Morph) invokes
the hunter's blessing, curving it for health 6198. This part of the scale of its maximum health. If it is in full health, in its entirety, it will be restored 3000 and profits and profits Greater profits berserk, increasing its damage caused by 10% for 6 seconds, but also receives 5% more than its heavy attacks â € ‹â € It is poured for 7 seconds after the
launch. You also grant the close courageous courage, increasing the damage of their weapon and the dais of the spells in 215. While slotting, your recovery of resistance "increases by 15%. While sliding, its resistance recovery "increases by 15%. Stilamine attacks an enemy with a primary fury, since the 615 physical damage. The enemies who fear or
face that you receive 25% more than dais of this attack. Werewolf rak 1 - - - passive range and while while They are in Werewolf's form: when it is done, the duration of the Werewolf transformation is increased by 2 seconds. Criminal Act Hircine's Bounty Rank IV 5737 Magicka Instant Self Active Roar with blood to terrorize up to 6 nearby enemies,
Temí © nand them for 4 seconds and adjusting them off balance for 7 seconds. Increases the speed of its heavy attacks after launching. Rank II - Werewolf Rank 10 reduces the cost of staying in its Werewolf transformation by 20% for each werewolf transformed into your group, including yourself, up to a maximum of 80%. While its maximum
resistance is transformed, it is increased by 30%. Criminal Act Piercing Howl Rank IV 2869 Stamina Instant 10m Range (Enemy) Active Shred Enemies in front of you with your spotted claws, treating 2908 Fysical damage and an additional 2873 damage due to illness for 10 seconds. This skill line received an important revision in update 5. Criminal
Law Werewolf Rank 9 3442stamine Instant 7m Radius (Cone) (Morph) shrunken enemies in front of you with your spotted claws, treating 2899 physical dava 2915 Disease for 10 seconds. Brutal Carnage causes enemies to bleed by 444 physical damage for 10 seconds and treats up to 450% more than enemies under 100% health. Increase your light
attack to obtain bleeding. Increases the cure made and increases its recovery of health and resistance by a small amount of the cure caused. Criminal Law for Work Time Meta Cost to transform into a beast, fearing close enemies for 3 seconds. If you are in full health you instead restore 3000 resistance. Activate the ability to again within the next 5
seconds makes you launch Ferral Carnage. If it melts in the complete health, win greater berserk for a short period of time after casting, but also increase its damage taken. penal Casting timeTargetRangeRangediusCost InstantEnemy5-22m5m4050 Resistance Ponce on an enemy with primal fury, dealing 636 Physicalto them and other close enemies.
Rank II - Werewolf Rank 8 When you damage, the length of your transformation of werewolf men increases in 4 seconds. An easy way to classify this line of skills is to find an area with many easy enemies and transforming them and killing them all before their timer runs out. Call two direwolves "while it becomes. Activating skill again in the next 5
seconds makes it emit a brutal butcher shop. Increase the damage of your weapon by 100 per enemy blow, up to a maximum of 6 times. Transformation of the werewolf of the Criminal Law Rango IV 300 Ubrice 1s (30s) Self active jumps over an enemy with primary fury, physical damage of 615 years. Activating capacity again in the next 5 seconds
makes throwing butcher shop. While you are in the form of a werewolf Rank I - Werewolf Rank 'when causes damage, the length of your transformation of werewolf men increases in 2 seconds. Criminal act ROAR RANGO IV 4034 ESTANT STAMINA (4S) 6M RADIUS (Area) (Morph) Rug with blood thirst to terrorize up to 6 near enemies, fearing for 4
seconds and getting rid of for 7 seconds. While you're in the form of wolf Rank I - Werewolf Rank 6 increases the damage of the weapon by 9%. Wolf Men's Range 6 - - - Passive Range I While you're in the form of werewolf: it increases the damage of the weapon by 9%. The criminal act Werewolf Rank 1 325 Ulimate 1s (30s) (Self) (Morph) becomes a
beast, fearing close enemies for 3 seconds. Criminal Law InstantCone7M Radius3442 ° Maul enemies against you with your contaminated claws, physical damage of 2996 and additional 3002 disease damage in 10 seconds. The player will classify this line of skills by killing the enemies in the form of a werewolf. Criminal Law Infectious claws Rango IV
3442Stamine Instant 7m Radio (Cono) Maul enemies against you lanoicida lanoicida 2003 ed dademrefne al ed o±Ãad nu y 6992 ed socisÃf so±Ãad odnasuac ,sadanimatnoc sarrag sus You can also acquire being bitten by wolf men located in high-level areas or purchased for 1500 crowns in the crown. The criminal act slips and the butchery now
restores the resistance and extends its transformation of werewolves every time they cause damage. Werewolf Rank 7 - - Rank II While you are in the form of werewolf: reduce the cost of remaining in your transformation of werewolf men by 20% per werewolf transformed into your group, including yourself, up to a maximum of 80%. The criminal act
invokes the benediction of the hunter, covering him for the health of 8002. Invokes the hunter's blessing, covering it for 45% of its maximum health. If you are in full health, instead, restore the resistance of 3000. As they are transformed, their light attacks apply a physical damage of 1456 years for 4 seconds, their heavy attacks inflict damage on 50%
of splashes and their maximum resistance increases by 30%. While grooving, you win a great savagery, increasing your critical weapon rating in 2629. This effect can occur every 5 seconds. The enemies hit by the initial blow are affected by the diseased state effect. As it becomes, its maximum resistance increases by 30%. Any player who actively has
the vampire skills line is not eligible. Werewolf Rank 6 - - Rank II While you are in the form of werewolf: it increases the damage of the weapon by 18%. It hurts with the resistance of 100 attacks and extends your transformation of werewolves for 1 second. The Criminal Law InstantCone7M Radius3442â Sticamina is treated in enemies against you
with your contaminated claws, causing physical damage of 2908 and additional 2873 disease damage in 10 seconds. The last transformation into a beast, fearing close enemies for 3 seconds. for 3 seconds.
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